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Pedagog ic al , Fsycholog ical , and Literary Appl ications

of Self-report Inventories

Abstract

The authors tested three hypotheses in their paired courses in psychology

and literature: (1) a pedagogical hypothesis that Leary's Interpersonal

Adjective Checklist would identify problen areas in student interpretation of

character motivation in fiction; (2) -a related psychology-of-reading hypothesis

that a significant relationship would exist between a reader' s view of hunan

nature, as measured by Wrightsman's Philosophy of Hyman Nature Scale, and his or

her description of characters on the Leary Checklist; and (3) a literary

hypothesis that the classic categorization of characters into round and flat

would be corroborated by reader perception of the character's interpersonal

behavior on Leary's dimensions. 'though exploratory, results supported all three

hypotheses. PUrthermore, the pedagogical convenience to both authors of having

the other's disciplinary content and methodology available in class uniquely

enhanced the teaching and learning process.
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Pedagog ical , Psycholog ical , and Literary Appl ications

of Self-report Inventories

The authors taught mired courses in literature and psychology in a program

of interdisciplinary stud ies for undergraduates. Both courses focused on

interpersonal relational-lips. The Ehylish course closely analyzed the literary

representation of male-female\relationships in short stories and novels; the

psychology course emphasized an u-ad er stand ing of research on attraction,

romantic love, and interpersonal relationships. A major objective of these

courses was to examine whether elf -report psychological inventories could be

used to b tter understand characters in literature.

At the outset, the authors formulated three hypotheses to be explored using

two psychological inventories: (1) a pedagogical hypothesis that the Leary

Interpersonal Adjective Checklist (Leary,1957) would allow for a precise

indication of where differences and misunderstandings arose in the

interpretation of character motivation; (2) a related psychology-of-reading

hypothesis that a significant relationship would exist between a reader's

philosophy of hunan nature, as measured by Wrightsman's scale (Wrightsman,

1964), and his or her description of characters on the Leary Checklist; and (3)

a literary hypothesis that the classic, impressionistic description of "road"

and "flat" characters (Rorster, 1927), or life-like and one - dimensional

characters, caould be corroborated by the representation of the character's

interpermnal behavior on the eight dimensions of the Leary Checklist.

The'These hypothes were designed to examine issues of interest to instructors

of both psychology and literature. Flor a psl.chology instructor, theme

hypothes explore the possibility that characters in literature could be used

as the subject matter of an analysis based on research in social psychology and

personality. Perhaps short stories and novels could provide a context for
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understanding the abstract concepts used to represent psychological processes,

and allow students to apply these concepts to a convenient, yet minterpreted

set of fictional relationships. For an Ehglish instructor, the pedagogical

hypothesis represents a matter of concern to teachers of formal analysis, or

close reading, the primary pedagogy of literature. The psychology -of- reading

hypothesis relates closely to an important subfield of literary criticism,

namely, reader-response criticism (Bleich, 1978; Holland, 1975a, 1975b) .

Finally, the literary hypothesis relates to the observation that literary

analysts and psychologists have used parallel images to describe persona,

specifically, the metaphors of roundness and flatness in literature and the

image of circularity inLeary's system and in other vork on circunplex models of

personality (Wiggins, 1980) .

Method

Subj ects

The subjects ire 18 college undergraduates Inho voluntarily enrolled in two

four-credit courses in psychology and literature taught during the same

semester.

Mea sur em en t In str un en is

The Leary Interpersonal Pdjective Checklist (Leary, 1957) consists of 128

items related to an eight category taxonomy of interpersonal behavior. The

eight categories and the items in each category are shown in Figure 1.

responses to the 128 questions, 16 of Inhich relate to each category, can be

cod ed on a circle d iag ram divided into octants.

Wrightsman's Fhilosophy of Haman Nature Scale (Wrightsman, 1964) consists

of 84 statements measuring attitudes of trustinorthiness, altruism, independence,

strength of will and rationality, complexity of human nature, and variability in

human nature, along with an overall assessmEnt of the favorability of the
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respondent' s view of 'Hunan nature.

Procedure

Each student completed the Fhilosoithy of Fiuman Nature SLale with respect to

his or her owl view of hunan nature. The Interpersonal Pdjective Checklist was

used by each student to describe the behavior of four characters from three

literary works: Eveline from James Joyce's story of the same name (Joyce,

1969), Farrington from Joyce' s "Cbunterparts" (Joyce, 1969), and Pip and Joe

from Dickens' Great Expectations (Dickens, 1972). Students were unaware of the

three hypotheses pr ior to completing the inventories.

Results

The Pedagogical Hypothesis: Octants of the Leary Checklist that produced

the highest standard deviation among the students did indeed isolate areas of

disagreement for anaLysis and discussion. For example, student ratings of the

character Eveline yielded the largest standard deviation for the

Responsibl e-Hypernormal octant. Joyce's story is almost wholly an internal

monologue of an eighteen-year-old' s thoughts on the most important decision of

her life, namely, to elope and thereby escape the fate of her mother's final

derangement and early death, to remain at home in service to her thankless,

selfish father, as she had promised her mother on her deathbed. In effect, it

is a choice between life and death, between freedom and responsibility to ler

surviving parent. Student responses reflected strong disagreement over

Eveline's sense of responsibility in finally not eloping. Students who rated

Biel ine as highly responsible were rating her commitment to her father; students

who rated Eveline as irresponsible were rating her lack of responsibility to

self. Nnalyr_Ais of responses thus provided an insight into class disagreement

over character motivation.

The Psychology-of-Reading Hypothesis: Ratings on the Leary Checklist of a
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Joce character from "Cbuyterparts," a loathsome, brutish protagonist named

Farrington, were related to students' responses on the PhilosophY of Liman

ibture Scale. Cbrrelations (p < .05) revealed that students vho had a more

favorable view of hunan nature rated Farrington as less managerial and as less

cooperative and tended (p < .10) to rate Farrington as less responsible and less

competitive. 'Ihou3h only suggestive, these relationships indicate that a

favorable view of hunan nature may be associated with more negative evaluations

of unfavorable characters. Analysis of other characters suggested the

complementary hypothesis that a favorable view of hunan nature may be associated

with a more positive evaluation of favorable characters. If this interpretation

is supported with additional evidence, it iAould be the first quantitative

dencnstration of a link betveen attitudinal variables and reader response to

1 iterature .

The Literary Hypothesis: Carson (1969:112) has deribed the behavior of

adjusted and maladjusted persons with reference to the Leary Checklist as

follows:

We iAould expect reaanably well-adjusted persons to be capable, in

appropriate circunstances and with modulated intensity, of displaying

behaviors across the entire range of the eight categories. ...Within

the framework o f the interpersonal circle, psyc holog ic al maladjustment

usually manifests itself in the form of a rigid, inappropriate ,

inflexible reliance upon behaviors within a particular segment, which

are often produced with great intensity.

In a nearly analogous deaription, Fbrster (1927:67,78) presents the concepts of

rou-id and flat characters:

Flat characters ere called ''honours" in the seventeenth century, and

are sometimes car icatures. In their purest form, they are constrtz ted
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round a single idea or quality: when there is more than one factor in

them, we get the beginning of the curve towards the rould.... the

test of a round character is Whether it is capable of surprising in a

convincing Way.... It has the incalculab ility of life about it--life

within the pages of a book.

To exanine the hypothesis that a flat character would exhibit extreme

behavior in one or just a few octants of Leary's stem vhereas a rouncl

character vould exhibit moderate behaviors in all octants, the authors chef -Pe two

characters from Dickens' Great Bcpectations: Pip as the test of roundness and

Joe as the test of flatness. In this novel of a character's development from

boyhood to adulthood, Pip is found in a variety of situations interacting with a

wide range of people in his growth toward emotional maturity and soc

responsibility. Joe, on the other hand, who plays the archetypal wise-fool, is

seen in a variety of situations, but as the book's standard of moral goodness,

Joe does not change. Average class ratings of Pip and Joe for the eight octants

in Leary's system are shown in Figures 2 and 3, respectively. AS these figures

indicate, Pip literally is a "round" character exhibiting moderately intense

behaviors in all octants, whereas Joe exhibits more extreme behaviors in tNAo

categor ies (responsible and cooperative) and clearly is not as well- adjusted as

Pip. 1-b is incapable of learning to adapt his behavior to the situation.

Discussion

The use of Leary' s Checklist to describe literary characters helps the

instructor to identify and bring into focus areas of student disagreement

regarding the interpretation of character motivation. Ike of the checklist also

encourages close reading of the literary work and thorough understanding of the

checklist itself, because students must be prepared to defend their deription

of a character. Of course, the checklist is time-consuming to complete and
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score, and can become cearisome if used too frequently. However, the advantages

of an objective method for identifying different interpretations of character

motivation werrant further investigation of this approach.

'Ihe te of psychological inventories in reader-response analyses provides a -----

quantitative method for examining the association between the attitudes and

beliefs of readers and their interpretation of literary characters. 'this type

of analysis may repent one of the most interesting ways of integrating

psychology and literature because it involves a non-psychoanalytic analysis not

only of the characters but of the readers as cell. A better understanding of

c,hat aiderl ies reader-response IAD uld be valuable to psychological theorists of

literature, as cell as to psychologists interested in the source of individual

differences in responso to the same person or social situation. In addition,

this type of analysis is much easier to conthnt than the psychoanalytic model

suggested by Holland (1975a, 1975b) .

'the apparent correspondence between Fbrster's round and flat characters and

Leary' s view o f psw holog ical adj ustment and mal a:Ij ustment prov ides an

interesting parallel between literary and psychological analysis and tends to

support the validity of each conception. In addition, Leary's system provides a

method for discussing the degree of roundness (or flatness) of a character,

rather than simply making a categor ical ju:lgment.

In conclusion, while the prent exanination of the pedagogical,

psychology -of- reading, and literary hypotheses was exploratory, the results

indicate the potential value of using lf-report inventories to understand

characters in literature. At the same time, the use of literary characters as

t:e subject matter for a psycl-nlog ical analysis g iv es 1 ife to abstract concepts

and teaches stulents to use theso conceits in concrete situations.
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Figure removed due to copyright restrictions

Figure 1. Items on Leary's Interpersonal Adjective Checklist

divided into eight categories of interpersonal behavior. From T.

Leary. Interpersonal diagnosis of personality. New York:

Ronald Press, 1957.



Figure 2. Average class ratings of Pip for each octant of

Leary's system. Distance of the dark bar from the center of the

diagram indicates the extremity of the corresponding behavior

(range of 1 to 16 in each octant).



Figure 3. Average class ratings of Joe for each octant of

Leary's system. Distance of the dark bar from the center of the

diagram indicates the extremity. of the corresponding behavior

(range of 1 to 16 in each octant).


